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ABSTRACT
Audio guides and (interactive) sound walks have existed for
decades. Even smartphone games taking place in the real world
are no longer a novelty. But due to the lack of a sufficient
middleware which fulfills the requirements for creating this
software genre, artists, game developers and institutions such as
museums are forced to implement rather similar functionality
over and over again. This paper describes the basic principles
of Real World Audio (RWA), an extendable audio game engine
for targeting smartphone operating systems, which rolls out all
functionality for the generation of the above-mentioned
software genres. It combines the ability for building locationbased audio walks and -guides with the components necessary
for game development. Using either the smartphone sensors or
an external sensor board for head tracking and gesture
recognition, RWA allows developers to create audio walks,
audio adventures and audio role playing games (RPG) outside
in the real world.
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1. INTRODUCTION
At Nime 2014 we introduced a server-based architecture for
creating audio walks with simple gaming elements [1]. Server
and corresponding Android app are the basis for the RWA
engine. RWA consist of three different programs: The RWACreator, the RWA-Runtime for iOS and Android (and possibly
for Windows Phone), and the RWA-Server. For the time being,
the focus lies on the development of the RWA-Creator and the
Android runtime. The Creator is a graphical user interface
which allows the user to program the basis of an RWA game,
mostly through drag and drop. More complex functionality than
utilized by a simple audiowalk might need some editing using
RWA's scripting language. Similar to other game engines, it
has different views for data creation and manipulation. The aim
is to provide an environment that enables the developer to
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combine GPS or other location data like Bluetooth or RFID
tags with an event, where the term event might refer to almost
anything: Starting up game logic, changing the current game
state, sending messages to the server or another client, loading
a Pure Data (Pd) patch on the smartphone or simply playing an
audio file.
The examples in this paper are based on a pen and paper RPG
fight sequence. While this is a rather unlikely scenario for an
audio game, it is the most complex case for applying the rule
set and therefore includes every other game situation.

2. RELATED WORK
During recent years, many commercial and non-commercial
tools for creating sound walks have been published, for
example [2, 3, 4, 5]. Both walks and guides may be created
easily with these tools through a graphical interface by
combining GPS data with audio or video files, but they all lack
the functionality for implementing game logic. A related
approach to the RWA engine without a follow-up realisation
was proposed in [6] by Timothy Roden and Ian Parberry. The
ideas described in their paper are close to RWA, however they
do not incoorporate location based interaction. A good resource
for audio games – although still in front of a computer display –
can be found in [7]. Examples for already realized games with a
real world character are for example Google's Ingress [8] and
Zombies, Run! [9]. While Ingress takes place in the real world
but is not an audio game, Zombies, Run! combines position
data and binaural audio content into a post apocalyptic real
world jogging game. The recently published Blowback [10]
also includes binaural audio but lacks the location based
interaction.
Although they usually do not integrate any wearable technical
devices, alternate reality games (ARG) must be considered a
close relative to RWA games as they also use the real world as
their setting. A comprehensive introduction for ARG including
some of its most successful representatives has been published
in [11]. A very detailed description of augmented audio reality
including several use cases using HRTF's and head tracking is
provided in [12].

3. OVERVIEW
3.1 Workflow
An RWA game is composed of at least one RWA scene which
is automatically generated when the Creator application is
started up. A scene is a data structure which represents a state
machine with an arbitrary number of states and transitions, and
is either GPS based, settled in a user-defined coordinate system,
or not relying on any coordinate system at all. A simple city
guide could be described by several states within one GPS
scene. State transitions would only rely on the client's location
(meaning the smartphone's location) and be completely
independent from the client's former state. Using the AssetView, audio files or Pd patches for a certain state can be added
via drag and drop. If a state is not edited any further by using
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the State-Editor, all assets will be loaded and executed
automatically in the runtime on arriving within the radius of the
state's GPS location and stopped and removed on leaving the
corresponding area. By default, audio content is rendered as a
regular mono/stereo source. Selecting Export from the main
menu saves the game script and allows distribution to clients
and server. This can be done manually or – at a later point in
RWA development – automatically, provided server and clients
are reachable via the network.

4.2.2 Map View
Available tools for editing and manipulating scenes within the
Map-View are arrow and rubber, implementing the same
functionality commonly used in other applications: Using the
arrow tool, GPS states can be generated by clicking into the
map, or moved by dragging an already existing state. The
rubber deletes states. Entryconditions, messages and connected
assets are editable in Asset-View and State-Editor, which
usually display the last touched state.

4.2.3 Asset-View

Figure 1. Screenshot of the Map- and Asset-View

3.2 Underlying Game System
The engine implements role playing game concepts and rules.
RPG systems have been sufficiently analysed in [13].
Additionally, RWA introduces the concept of the entity which
is either a subject – a hero or Non-player character (NPC) – or
an object. Entities may have an arbitrary number of predefined
attributes, they can influence attributes of other entities, and are
capable of performing specific tasks at certain times with these
attributes. They are also capable of owning other objects and
subjects. Every entity has at least a name attribute.
A comprehensive task analysis for electronically enhanced
board games has been done in [14]. Its results can be directly
applied to RPG tasks by simply replacing the instructions in a
board game – for example "Go to Jail" – with the RPG
concepts of the game master and NPC's.

The Asset-View can connect certain file types through drag and
drop with the currently edited state. For the moment, supported
file-types are .wav and .aif audio-files and Pd patches. Support
for other audio and video formats will follow. The map to the
right of the asset file-list as shown in Figure 1. allows the user
to put the currently selected source in a particular position.
When a participant arrives within the radius of a state, the
localisation of the sound source should remain stable at the
chosen place(s) using binaural encoding – independent from the
orientation of the participant´s head, and the participant's
distance from the audio source. On entering a state, the default
behavior for assets is to trigger playback or load a Pd patch. In
order to modify this behavior and bind the execution of assets
to other conditions, the state script has to be edited by using the
State-Editor.

4.2.4 State-Editor
The State-Editor is a text based code editor and describes the
behavior of assets and possible tasks of the hero, and
interactions with other entities visible in the state. Currently,
RWA-Script is the only supported language for game logic,
supplying a limited instruction set with the ability to replicate
common RPG rules.

4.3 Implementation Details
Thanks to Kai Winter's qmapcontrol [18], RWA integrates
Google Maps as well as Open Maps support for the Map- and
Asset-View. Using Qt's signals and slots, the application
architecture is based upon a Model-View-Controller Pattern –
with a mirrored set of data for rendering – realizing a
communication scheme as shown in the figure below.

4. RWA-CREATOR
4.1 Requirements
The Creator application is written in C++ using the Qt
framework [15]. Binaries for OS X and Windows are available
at [16]. Linux, iOS and Android are also viable targets, and
corresponding binaries will be published at a later point, as will
the source code. Until then, RWA needs a Qt installation due to
the mandatory dynamic linking required by the LGLP license.
For the time being, the Max/MSP object fhnw.state [17] is used
for simulation purposes. In order to test RWA games in this
environment, game scripts have to be exported in the RWAScript format. For the Android runtime the XML format is
required.

4.2 Usage
4.2.1 Basic Setup, Managing Scenes
On startup, RWA automatically creates a default set of views
and editors – The Map-View, the Asset-View, the State-Editor
– and the first scene. More scenes can be added by choosing
New Scene or Duplicate Current from the scene menu, and
deleted by choosing Delete Current. For more elaborate
scenarios, it might be necessary to use the Manifest and the
Scene-Editor which allow for the use of global variables and
functions.

Figure 2. Communication diagram for the RWA-Creator
The base class for all views and editors is the RwaView-Class.
On calling its constructor, a pointer to the backend is passed in
order to interconnect user interaction signals with the
corresponding slots in the backend. Whenever data is modified
in any view, a signal containing the changes will be emitted.
The backend then sends a signal to the appropriate controller,
which writes the data into the model, notifies all currently
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visible views, and forces them to redraw if necessary. Due to
Qt's widget implementations which already contain a model,
data is also directly updated internally within the widget.
However, this data is only a mirrored version of the currently
visible state or scene, and is merely used for rendering. Both
scenes and states use Qt's QList data structure, internally
represented by an array of pointers. This allows for fast random
access and therefore equally fast jumps to any state in the
game.

The scheduler and executing interpreter for evaluating state
transitions, tasks, and interactions works with a rate of 10 Hz
which is completely sufficient for dialogue-based game
situations, as well as for location-based state transitions.
Explicit state transitions can be achieved by using the goto
statement and are done instantly. They also allow for designing
a well ordered game hierachy by interconnecting states and
scenes as illustrated in the following figure, where the fight
sequence is now completly isolated in its own scene.

5. RWA-RUNTIME
5.1 Setup
The Android RWA-Runtime prototype is based on the Android
FHNW AudioWalk app, which has been programmed for the
Indoortracking project. For details on the underlying
architecture, please refer to [1]. In contrast to the original
application, the RWA-Runtime is self-aware of its own current
state, and therefore has to load the game script into memory in
order to be server-independent. On startup the RWA-Runtime
creates its own entity by looking up the instructions described
in the Manifest, and (usually) sets its state to the beginning of
the first scene. In the easiest case, the hero's only attribute is a
name. In a more complicated scenario, she might have a set of
attributes, for instance strength, intelligence, or health points,
and is already in possession of several objects.

Figure 5. Isolated RWA scene "ork_fight"

6. ADVANCED FUNCTIONALITY
In order to set up scenarios as described in the previous chapter,
it might be useful to predefine not only entities but also
reappearing functions, for example for the fight sequence. This
can be done either in the Scene-Editor for scene-specific
actions as layed out in Figure 4., or in the Manifest, which
provides global access of functions and variables from every
state in the game.

Figure 3. A Manifest describing a hero and one object

5.2 State Transitions
A single state is capable of holding a set of instructions and
messages in the @onentry-block and another set within the
@pathway-block. This allows for the representation of a typical
RPG cycle, using a minimal number of states, for example a
fight sequence as shown in the diagram below. Scene variables
and functions on the top and the first state are represented in
RWA-syntax.

Figure 6. Functions in RWA-Script in the Manifest

7. RESULTS

Figure 4. Fight sequence in RWA

So far, only a few walks have been created and tested within
the provisional Max/MSP simulation or as a single user game
without any client-server interaction or binaural audio. But
even without applying all the possibilities provided by an RPG
rule set and other (not yet implemented) technologies, the
existing system enables the user to program more complex apps
than do the existing tools mentioned above. The time it takes to
produce content not included, applications may be generated
within minutes. The possibility of transferring an existing scene
to a different location with only a modicum of additional
editing – a sound walk created originally for Berlin's Tiergarten
will need some adjustments for New York's Central Park –
enables the developer to create and ship applications with the
same sound material and functionality for a variety of locations
at once.
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LibPd is stable and runs reliably on iOS and Android, and
makes it possible to integrate signal processing without having
to alter the actual audio callback.
First tests have been done with calculating binaural sources on
a Smartphone using the OpenAL Mob Library [19] and the PdObject earplug~ [20]. Depending on the library used and the
additionally needed reverb for improving the distance
simulation, an iPhone 4s was capable of computing three
sources simultaneously. Although this number does not seem
much at first glance, benchmarks like the Geekbench [21]
suggest, that the currently available generation of smartphone
processors is at least three or four times faster.

[7]

[8]
[9]
[10]

8. CONCLUSION
The success of games like Ingress, Run, Zombies! and
Blowback, proves, that there is a definite need for a middleware
like RWA. Through the usage of an RPG rule system it is
possible to program a wide variety of applications, ranging
from position based audio information systems, to audio
adventure games, to language training applications, to complex
audio-based role playing games. The resulting software can
react to differences in daytime, weather, gender, or the
participant's age, as well as to fictional attributes, objects, and
NPC's, and therefore allow users to generate a completely
dynamic audio augmented reality. The code editors for
describing state- and scene-behavior are already easy enough to
use – in future development, specialized editors and templates
for certain situations will be included in order to allow for even
more rapid game development. In combination with the already
existing, very intuitive graphical interfaces, artists and game
designers will be able to create RWA games by simply
dragging and dropping – without the need for advanced
programming skills.
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